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The world is a financial institution. If we feel the written above word with deeply then get the truth of 
proved. From the beginning of the world human being live in the Cave and they knew still then what is 
their need and doing work. “The Hungry,” it was an only one need for the primitive people and that from 
the need also they are slowly understood how they can live and what type of their livable life. What or 
which thing will needful for life and living, they find out it also cause of living. The nature by birth was 
always for human being as much bless of and also curse or turbulent. Actually Need, Antagonism, 
Resources these three things are always involved with the human life. The need being compelled to the 
human to conquer of antagonism and resource mainly gives us alive by sustain and service together. Now 
we are try to know what need, antagonism, resource is because the concept of economics as possible was 
born from these things. Need is a subject which is related to all type of demand to live for the human 
being I mean food, cloth, house, health, education and others. For living life which is essential to the 
human being there everything is resource that material or immaterial both of all. The human being by 
born and till to now always try to live by hard, the hard means all type of turbulence. The human being in 
life as now and past in the every moment they should face many problems  as natural, social, financial, 
humanistic, productive, inventive, livable etc at the same more infinite. Like all type of problems which is 
always occur of the human life, it is call turbulent and turbulent means problem and problems actually 
antagonism. The human being also invented many ways to conquer the problems and for that reason they 
used to resources undoubtedly enough (while they fall in problems) because the human being in 
habitually wants to solve the any problems. For that type of character the human being also conquer to 
able the world and it is only possible for using of resources. The manner of problems as a person, team, 
society being to live in different type and the cause of change era the manner of problems will be changed 
also by the person, team and society individually. Suppose a primitive people felt to need of hunting for 
living life but the modern people don’t. The primitive people knew about the society as living together but 
near of the modern people concept of society as a vast. Though I discuss it at the previous, “the people by 
birth always want to solve any problem and for that purpose they used to resource undoubtedly enough.” 
A farmer, if he want to produce something from the land then him to need first,  processing the land 
before well and after then step by step according to need applied by labour, fertilizer, seeds, ploughing, 
water etc for convert the production perfectly. A scientist if he want to invent something then he got some 
problems and try to solve the problems by using the resource enough. Political leaders got some problems 
by politically and also solve it to use by resource. Actually the human life is completed by various 
problems and economics always discuss the problems, according to the problems must try to solve 
the problems by using of resource as forming. According to the problem and as there use of 
resource is main subject although both of the subjects are almost different from each other but it is 
most essential things to understand the economics. Let a farmer to cultivate the land he got which 
problems are as labour, fertilizer, seeds, ploughing, water etc. Now we will see how farmers to solve this 
type of problems can. First of all he could think in the way- Labour, they should try to buy labour. To 
whom get the service of labour these are people, animal, technology and machine. Since the men able to 
learn by the fulfilling of need, from then with that they have to aware using achievement when, how, how 
much  It is need to say on cause of discussing that the every thing is available in nature for solving the 
problems. From that the side, for much achievement the men also use to cultivate as a labour for people or 
animal change of people and sometimes both or technology and machine change of animal. Actually say, 
the technology or machine could not get as the same shape in the nature, we make it only for our 
convenience of working and also know that every things is available in the nature as a primary shape 
where steel, iron, plastic, led, aluminum etcetera stay in nature as primary shape if we want to make a 
technology or machine from that, first of all we have to change in shape then after step by step making the 
technology or machine according to need. At the same “the fertilizer”, ammonia, phosphate, zinc, 
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nitrogen, calcium etcetera also available in nature and we collect from the nature of various ways to make 
it by chemical fertilizer which is increase of growing power to land. Water and seeds also try to collect at 
the same. Everything is as use as forming in our daily life which is given by the nature. This comment 
is not only applicable on the agriculture or farming but also applicable it to all type of practical event 
about relating of human life. Paddy to rice, wheat to flour, iron to technology or machine, jute to bag or 
rope or carpet, cotton to cloth, gold or diamond to necklace, wind or water to technology or engine, soil to 
brick or construction, chemical or medicinal plant to medicine, fire or heat to construction etcetera. The 
every essential of our life, we have to satisfy by forming which is nature given by the nature. Though the 
ward will sometimes left but almost every times are applicable to use some things forming as water every 
times drink it direct without forming but it collect from the nature by using technology or machine, wind 
take it also direct from the nature without forming but we always while taking breathe as oxygen which is 
supplied by the trees and out of our carbon dioxide also taking from the trees for that reason always 
produce and protection of the trees. We will try to understand by help of some below drawing and with 
practical logic that how can work the economics or effectiveness of economics about the forming:- 
The process of resource forming and development is a financial event that would be shown by 
below drawing one 
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Rice is our need but it convert into the exact form, there are many step getting pass one by one, according 
to drawing as land, cultivation, plantation, time, paddy and finally rice, every event is a financial event we 
deeply observe there. Land is a resource creates it to development by the farming and we getting some 
benefits after 3 months and this benefits will development for more resources. Actually we could invent 
or destroy nothing but only forming. The once from once, the huge from little these are only relate with 
the event of forming but nothing. Economics mainly discuss with forming of resources and human life. 
Though the Need, Antagonism, Resource of that major three things are given to born the concept of 
economics. Need, relate with all type of essentialities from the human life and must be a man of his need 
able to fulfill. Today’s that the same world once upon a time to the premier people as impossible but 
absolutely they are as our beginner. A man has invented himself and his need too. So they must know 
how to satisfied their need by using the resource in every way and man today’s has invented like car, ship, 
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aero plan, rocket and with more things so but it was beginning might be a horse or bird or insect or fish 
etcetera. 
By born the everyman comes to bring in the world with some passions and that cause the human being 
also getting the achievement of humane nature or habit as rage, anger, greedy, infatuation, vanity, sexual 
desirable, envoy, hunger, optimistic, hopeless, civil, wild, familial, social, currier, luxurious, humane, 
serving, self-sufficient, creative, braver, ambitious, lover, virtuous, artistic, industrious, imaginable, 
jovial, persevering, companionable, ignorance, intellectual, union, liberal, peace-lover, governor, cultured, 
habitual, economical, discipline, constructive, synthesis, promise, promoter etcetera. 
The habits, natures and situation which type of the human being, the needs and world also same type of. 
Now a question may be come to your mind how can it possible? Yes, gentleman it is proved that the need 
of human being comes to born by the human being natures and habits. You know our ancestors was living 
naked but subsequently the ancestors slowly understood nakedness always looks very odd and One upon a 
time they covered their shamed using the trees bark, sari, cot and in this way come our modern dresses. 
One upon a time which was leather, bark, leaf. Let, the habit and nature of the human being also shy and 
like to keep themselves always fit fat. So they made their need as cotton, cloth, pant, shirt, frog, and sari. 
For that purpose they have created resource development, increase, forming, sufficiently use, need satisfy. 
Actually cause of need satisfied, we are use the resources various way and every times using the resource 
create financial event which goes to satisfy our daily life essentiality by exchange. We will try to 
understand about the discussing matter by the below drawing: 
Drawing-2 various use of resources and financial event. 
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The written above drawing define as need of every event which is financial event. The human being 
always tries to his best for need satisfied by using resources. Exchange and want jointly made the human 
need which is ensured resource development, massive use, increase, proper use, need satisfied, forming, 
liquidity, standardization of livelihood. Practically, the wants of human being have to born their need and 



the world could not stay at her previous place rather it now moves fast. Which was impossible for the 
previous world but near of the new age world that would possible according to achievement. Computer, 
Mobile, Telephone, Airplane, Electricity,  Car, Train, hy-breed harvest, Chemical fertilizer at the same 
more things which have done beneficial for the human being that is example of achievements for today’s 
the new world. Since I discuss it previous that the human being needs depend on their natures, habits and 
situation. So computer, mobile, car, soap, shampoo, watch, color, technology, machine, food, medicine, 
rocket, weapon, school, collage, university, instrument, paper, pencil, book, shoe, rod, cement, water, gas, 
oil etcetera the every service and the same more things which is related with our daily life the human 
being invents these only for cause of  their own necessity . 
Now we are try to understand need, antagonism, and resource. Need: service, Antagonism: 
problems to   get the services. Resources: The subject, beneficial for the mankind.  
Let, one upon a time the population of the whole world was 1000 crore but now it often 10000 crore. The 
men then live also and now live too. Practically, every time the human being for living faces various 
problems which is try to solve of adjustment as their merit and resources. Now the huge harvest is 
growing by one acre field but previous it was impossible and reaching in exact situation for the world has 
expensed much time, money, resources and population power. These expenses are antagonism. The 
product values go to out of purchasing power for human being. As a result of that the whole world 
specially in the Asian Continent’s country people or government face huge or many new problems as 
increase poverty and unemployment, reduce net or total national income, reduce per capita income, 
increase price inflation. We will give responsible to this situation as misuse of  resources, corruption, 
terrorism, inefficiency, autocracy, hostilities and warfare, little productivity, imprudent policy, 
population growth, luxurious etc. If we want to free from that the situation, at first we have to bind the 
economics as a new definitions. A time applicable economics system can give us free from this curse. 
 

1. The world have to do much productive before than the previous. 
2. It should duty to bring the whole world under the program of economics.   
3. To increase the education rate over the undeveloped countries. 
4. The populations of the third world have to do skilled and give them opportunity to go for any 

country of the world. 
5. It should be stopped for the advance world in which work doing wastage of resources as war, 

making or examine the chemical weapon etc.  
6. The advance world have to do making self-sufficient to the third world countries by giving help of 

unconditional financial and technological support.  
7. To keep the development of agriculture unit of the third world countries by giving all most 

impotency.  
8. All type of corruption erase from the third world countries. 
9. Establishment the wise rule in the society of third world countries. 
10. The moral character has to build up of the people of third world countries. 
11. The third world countries will build up co-operation with their neighbors countries. 
12. It should major duty of thinking about the problems of the third world countries for the 

International organizations as World Bank, Asian Development Bank, European union, United 
Nations, Saarc, Fao, Imf etc. 

13. The food crises mainly shown as the third world countries of Asia, for that purpose the major step 
should be taken by the effective countries. 

14. It should be measure political to the effective countries government. 
15. It should major duty to make a Agricultural Organization united within the effective countries of 

Asia which is co-operatively develop agriculture and escaping the problems. The main aim to the 



proposed organization is achieving the food self-sufficing to the organization’s including 
countries.  

16. To keep the population in a margin (check and balance) and for that purpose making a social 
awareness all over the world.    

I believe in heart and soul, the written above wards making a progressive economics world which bring 
for the next world more productive, more livable, more cultivable, more safety. The discussed matters 
have the main opposition facts to make more productive, livable, cultivable, safety of the world which is 
antagonism and if have to do more productive, livable, cultivable, safety to our next world then the 
opposition facts convert to turbulence by Land, Labour, Capital and organization which will do our 
satisfied need. Let comes to understand it in a drawing: 
 
Drawing-3 where is shown how can antagonism (opposite of production) fulfilled our need.   
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According to the drawing, antagonism controlled by land, labour, capital, organization turn into 
production which is fulfilled our demand.  
Now we are try to give some physical and applicable concepts of the economics. Although the economics 
is very complex subjects but it is essential to define for sack of making the new world. 
 

a) Which thing needs for human life only economics can define and according to the demand of 
human being, the economics fulfilled easily within the ability.  

b)   Actually the economics is adjustment sciences which teach us how we can live within the 
achievement. 

c) The economics is a social science which helps us to live as social life. 
d) The human nature and their need, both of the two subjects stay from each other at very distance 

but the economics reduce the distance of both by forming. The forming also grows resources 
increase, satisfied, exchange, liquidity, development, advancement. 

e) Economics is a name of system which controlled and management by the resources. 
f) Economics is going to fulfill the aim of nature. 
g) The economics is the perfect way to use the resources as welfare working for human being. 
h) The economics tell us the every elements of the nature is a financial event. 
i) We buy the service of living to live from the nature, economics that going to pay every time by our 

labour. 

According to 
needs of the 
next world. 



j) Economics keeps controlled all type of antagonism for production which brings service, wealth 
growth, satisfied need by exchanging.        

 
Gentlemen, the nature would able to feel her needs from that the day it happened thousands of years ago, 
at the same period the nature which was as type but now it totally  reverse, because of changing 
economics idea or concept and practical life of human being. The some honorable economists define the 
economics and nature in which way, we are also agreed with their opinion but some in fields they try to 
bind it by a limitation which we could not ever support. Limited resources and Scarcity. These are the 
character of nature according to their word. Then we will say in that field they try to bind as littleness 
with the infinite power and ability to the human being and the nature. It will get something or not, only 
depends on our achievement and the nature would also too much concuss about her resources and she 
could not illiberal. She is always ready to give her as the mankind.  If we are deeply looking all over the 
world and her some advanced country’s per capita income. Then will see as Luxemburg per capita income 
66,463$, Norway 54,467$, Switzerland 47,999$, Ireland 45,707$, Denmark 44,742$, Iceland 41,720$, 
U.S.A 39452$, Sweden 38,480$, Japan 36,285$, Finland 35,726$ and some developing country’s per 
capita income as Bangladesh 599$, Srilanka 600$, Pakistan 500$, Nepal 300$ which is achievement to 
the mentioned countries. According to the achievement, the people and government to the same countries 
getting convenience for livable life,. For the better achievement according to current world the people and 
government of Luxemburg, Norway, Switzerland, Ireland, Denmark, Iceland, U.S.A, Sweden, Japan and 
Finland will get to able the convenience of advance for livable life and others. On the other hand it is 
quite impossible to get the best convenience for livable life and others with the same achievement to the 
people and the government of Bangladesh, Nepal, and Bhutan. Yes, also it is true that the people and the 
government of these countries if try to increase their achievement as the advance world’s countries then 
absolutely they are easily getting the same service about the people and government of advance world. If 
we are think about the Japan, India, China and Malaysia. For the well achievement they are able to reach 
the door of advance world. They are going to start research for the stellar world. Business success is now 
for them a normal word. A time applicable economics system also bring them the same successful. We 
have to know how to collect the resources from the endless store of the nature which has no limitation and 
scarcity. In the human life there is no any ward as Impossible because the only creature of nature as the 
human being whom is everything is possible. Economics is the perfect way which is able to reduce the 
distance for the human being and nature. Or Economics is the perfect way which is dedicate as life for the 
human being. The economics makes the nature as easy obtainable for the human being. The human 
being wants to enjoy the nature and so they much attractive for alive and they have to fulfill with 
the same needs by the procurement of resources from the nature by the help of economics. The 
human being is proprietorship of habit as six passions by born and for that reason they are hungry, 
destructive, inventive, creative, social, braver, luxurious, wise like more and more things that I discuss 
previous and the mentioned habits also indicate the unlimited wants of the human being. The 
achievements must have to fulfill our unlimited wants. The Achievements means the abilities of the 
human being. Economics is the way of increased achievements for the human being and according to 
the achievements it always tries to satisfied need. Actually the economics discuss the nature, human 
being and need. The nature is a resource; economics is the way of resources procurement and need 
is service for the human being.              
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